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Emigrating to New York from London and now residing in California, Eki Shola is a musical healer, composing 
original music that allows listeners to relax and ease the daily stressors of life. As a physician, Eki Shola has witnessed 
how stress, fatigue and spiritual disconnection can adversely impact the ability to live an enriched and fulfilled life. Her 
first album Final Beginning (August 20, 2016 release including digital distribution across major platforms) mixes 
chilltronica, piano and synths, syncopated beats, cinematic effects, and jazz organ riffs, compelling listeners to engage 
with her music at live performances throughout the Bay Area. Eki Shola began classical piano lessons at an early age 
and grew up within a musical family of healers of both mind and body. She played vibes for the Cornell University jazz 
band, performing with Steve Turre and Dr. Donald Byrd under the direction of Dr. Karlton Hester. Final Beginning 
draws on diverse influences including Bonobo, Zero 7, Mary Lou Williams, Robert Glasper, Go Go Penguins, and 
Taylor McFerrin and the album has been featured on various college radio stations, charting on Muzooka, KZSU 90.1 
FM Top 100 and ranking #9 on the WCBN 88.3 FM chart.  Wrapping up her Bay Area summer ’17 tour, Eki Shola 
received the 2017 NorBay Music Award for Best Electronica Artist. Continuing her passion for music, Eki Shola is 
currently working on three albums ranging from classical to a fusion of electrosoul merged with self-produced beats 
and chillout soulful vocals.  
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 “Exclusively focusing on creating original music, Eki Shola’s niche is comprised of ethereal pieces that take the 
listener on a journey.” ~ Shekeyna Black, Upbeat Times  
 “...her music takes on experimental turns and noises within a jazz inspired keyboard performance, at times the 
music is very haunting and other times resembles a more classical female vocalist sound, the kind where, as you listen, 
you can imagine the singer looking out a rain streaked window. The more experimental tracks, can have you picturing 
yourself on a groovy space ship...with a foreign, sci-fi psychedelic twist. Resembles The Motet but with electronic 
elements similar to red martian...Sounds like Gold Panda.” ~Ellery Page, KAMP 1570  
 “Fascinating solo artist with her own sound. Sounds Like: Laurie Anderson, Brian Eno, Moby, Juana Molina.”  
~ Tom McCarter, KZSU 90.1 FM Stanford University  
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Album Track Listing (FCC Clean) 

1. Fractionated 6. Midweek Blues - Lyrics 11. Drunken Stars 

2. Fentanyl Fitz 7. Unknown Dub 12. Classical Prayer

3. Crazed 8. Sunrise 13. Experimental Abyss

4. Tympanic Struggle 9. Quantify 14. Warm up 

5. Exploration 10. Ascending 15. Final Beginning C U Soon 
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